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BestTrack® Pinewood Derby Tracks
By: SRM Enterprises, Inc.
P.O. Box 53
Forest City, IA 50436
641-585-2299 or Toll Free 1-888-582-2299

Thank you for purchasing the BestTrack® Leveling Kit for your Pinewood Derby® Track.
Please check out our web site at www.besttrack.com for the latest information on new
products.
Please read through all of the instructions before starting to assemble your track.

Slide the threaded U-clips onto the
leveling mounts snapping them in the
larger of the two holes. Thread a
leveling foot into the Threaded U-clip.

Starting with one section face down, remove
only the nut at one end of a connector
angle. Place the leveling mount over the
bolt and replace the nut. Be sure to position
the mount with the foot up as shown in the
picture. The leveling mount can be
positioned inboard or outboard on the track.
Repeat for the other three corners of the
track section.
Repeat these steps for all of the straight
sections including the stop section.
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Install leveling mounts with
leveling feet at the bottom end
of the curve section as you
did with the straight section.
Attach these at the bottom
end of your curve section as
in the previous section.
Slide two Threaded U-clips
onto the curve leg base so
that they snap into the large
holes at each end. Thread a
leveling foot into each U-clip.
Bolt the curve leg base to the
bottom of the curve legs using
two ¼-20 X ½” hex bolts and
nuts.
Please Note:
Older tracks (prior to 2007) may not have holes in the bottom of the bent curve legs.
Please contact us if you have curve legs without these holes.

Snap two Threaded U-clips into the holes in the stand
base. Thread a leveling foot into each U-clip.
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